Self reflection
I was so excited about this trip and now I feel myself very happy
that I’m a part of a great group. In this two weeks I’ve got so many
friends from so many different culture and country. I’ve learnt a lot
of things about these countries. It was so interesting to hear how
the education going on in Lithuania, Portugal Nederland, Germany,
Spain, Denmark and Belgium.
I already learnt how important to keep up imagining as a
kindergarden teacher. I think if I really want to be a good teacher I
must be creative. That’s very important! In this weeks I felt myself
a child again. It was so good
because I nearly forget it how
great when you are imagining a
lot. It was so good to spent lot
of times in the forest to make
landscape, hunting treasures,
make some instrumental with
different kind of natural
material. I was so happy when
one of the teacher mentioned Kodály Zoltán who invented the Kodaly
method. I was so proud of my country. I think its very important to
find our connection with the nature. I learnt about these things a lot.
For example if there is no nature there is no life. The nature is
around us and we have to teach this to the children aswell. If they
can feel it, if they can see it, if they can discover it
they will be more intrested about taking care of it!
They should know it how things going on around us.
If you can introduce the nature with member of
the forest they will be so excited about it. We
created Luis for them and they were so happy to
see him. Luis was made by different kind of natural
materials. Everybody from the kindergarden loved
him. I’ m very happy because I tried to speak with
the children and they understood me. Sometimes I just used body

language but I learnt so many words in french so I would be available
to say them: C’est jolie!  I learnt some other words too of course. I
learnt some lithuanian, some flamish, some danish, some portugese
and some german too. Last night I danced as a spanish flamenco
dancer. Everybody looked like a spanish people. I tasted so many kind
of different meals. I’ve got so many friends who are the same like
me. And the best part is… that everybody who is here will be a great
teacher because they are amazing persons… all of them! We were a
great group we laughted a lot, we discovered a lot (for example: how
important the nature, how exciting to come from a different
country, how important the different kind of competences… etc.) For
me the most important to keep going on imagining, be creative, be
friendly, use body language, let the children imagining. Today was the
last day of the kindergarden. It was so good because here in this
programm there were 6 different group whitch worked in the same
time but with different
kind of activities. Today
the B1 group showed us
what did they do with the
children last day. They
were so creative just like
the children. They can’t
stop the story telling it
was amazing to see little
kids imagining. „Maybe this
is the skin of the monster.”
They said it when they saw
some frog eggs floating int he water. I learnt something important!
Not to destroy imagination… I was very happy because all of the
children understood me in english because of my body language.
Sometimes I used body language too when I spoke with somebody
from here. It was really good to learnt lot of new english words, to
understood the others from other culture but luckily there was not
many differences between us. It was good to work together. I
enjoyed it very much.

